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European stock market valuations fell in June. Small and mid-cap companies were down by 3.18% and 4.04% respectively. The 
ongoing discussions between Greece and its creditors contributed to this fall. But despite negative news on the euro, the common 
currency appreciated against the US dollar and the Swiss franc.

The fund’s performance was in line with the stock market indices, posting a 4.39% fall at the end of the month. Profit warnings for 
Elementis and Virbac were behind this under-performance. Elementis expects a sharper than initially anticipated decline in earnings. 
With the continuing slump in the oil price and downturn in the sector’s investments, Elementis’ revenues for the current year are under 
pressure. Veterinary pharmaceutical company Virbac also announced a slowdown in activity after delays in restructuring a 
manufacturing plant in the United States that it had acquired at the beginning of the year. Production at Saint Louis will be resumed later 
than planned because the validation of the production stages has proved to be a more lengthy process than initially envisaged.

The manager sold the fund’s stake in Sorin, an Italian surgical supplies company. The company has merged its activities with the US 
company Cyberonics. Lacking visibility on the future development of this new company, the manager decided to sell the position. As 
already mentioned in the management report in March 2015, the UK company Domino Printing has been taken over by a Japanese 
competitor. The deal was finalised in June and the company has left the portfolio.

The manager used some of the cash proceeds from these two transactions to increase the fund’s investments in Fagron and Ontex, 
which are now the fund’s two biggest positions. The manager has a very positive view on these two companies. Fagron is taking full 
advantage of the increase in outsourcing magistral preparations for pharmacies and hospitals in the United States. The company is a 
consolidator on this market and is consequently increasing its market share. The manager’s positive opinion on Ontex is similar to that 
for Fagron. The company is benefiting from the increase in personal hygiene products sold by supermarkets under their own brands. As 
one of the main suppliers to leading retailers, Ontex is well positioned to take advantage of this development.

A new line has also been introduced into the portfolio: Plazza Immobilien AG. Conzzeta held a large portfolio of properties which it no 
longer considered as a key activity in its industrial conglomerate program. It therefore decided to split off this division and float it as a 
new company called Plazza. Shares in the new company were allocated to Conzzeta shareholders.
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Fund Manager
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Analyst
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Current Portfolio

New Holdings Additions to investments Top Holdings
Plazza Fagron Fagron 5,5%

Biocartis Ontex 5,1%

Ontex Dignity 3,7%

Jimmy Choo Victrex 3,4%

Virbac Loomis 3,1%

Britvic 3,0%

Investments sold Investments reduced Pz Cussons 3,0%

Domino Printing Spirax Sarco Senior 3,0%

Sorin Comet 3,0%

Gaussin Norma Group Se 2,9%

Weight of Top 10 35,5%

Number of holdings 42

Sector Allocation Geographic Allocation
Energy 0,0% Belgium 15,9%
Materials 8,1% France 4,8%
Industrials 25,6% Germany 17,8%
Consumer Discretionary 7,3% Italy 2,1%
Consumer Staples 18,5% Spain 2,6%
Health Care 16,7% Sweden 3,1%

Financials 6,0% Switzerland 15,3%

Information Technology 13,7% United Kingdom 34,4%

Telecommunication Services 0,0% Cash 4,1%

Utilities 0,0%

Cash 4,1%

Market Capitalizations
< € 1 bn 20,9%

€ 1 - 3 bn 67,7%

€ 3 - 5 bn 7,4%

Cash 4,1%

Performance 1

6 months 1 year since launch3

Fund (B shares) 17,4% 17,7% 48,8%

Benchmark 4 16,6% 17,2% 50,1%

Quartile 3 3 2

Volatility 2 

6 months 1 year since launch3

Fund (B shares) 11,8% 13,6% 10,5%

Benchmark 4 14,1% 12,1% 10,8%

Quartile 2 4 2

General Information
Total Assets (EUR) EUR 176,9 mn

Turnover 20145 43%

TER 2014 (class B shares) 1,28%

ISIN Code (class B shares) LU0832875438
ISIN Code (class I shares) LU0832875354

1 Source : Lipper
2 Source : Lipper, annualised
3 since 28/6/2013
4 50% Stoxx Europe Small Cap + 50% Stoxx Europe Mid Cap
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5 min (purchases, sales) / average of net assets


